
Series: Joseph 7  
Inglewood Commons 
Read: Genesis 41:28-57  
 
SUMMARY: 
Last week we turned a corner with Joseph and talked about 
the right kind of certainty when Joseph faces the unknowns 
of his life with a resolute trust that God will meet him in all the 
possible outcomes. Today we’ll finish looking at that scene. 
 
DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
1. Share how you have experienced God being present to 
you this past week. What has reminded you that God’s eyes 
are still on you and that the Divine is deeply invested in your 
story? Or, maybe you’ve had a chance to remind somebody 
else of this?

2. Read Genesis 41:28-32. What do you think Joseph wants 
to emphasize by repeating certain things in his interpretation 
of the dream?  
 
Where in his own life has Joseph come to experience this 
pattern of plenty turning into famine?1

How can his words here be an encouragement both for 
Pharaoh and himself? 
 
3. Joseph says in v. 31, “The abundance in the land will not 
be remembered,” which literally means “it will not be known,” 
the suffering will make people forget how good it was before 
the famine.  
Share about the sources of joy in your life at the moment. 
What helps you to cultivate joy? Or, how do you try to 
remember and hold on to those joyful experiences which 
someday might help you get through the hard times? 

4. Joseph says that God has firmly decided the matter. 
Reflecting on your own journey, do you tend to see God as 
some who has a plan for your future that is pretty much fixed 
or as someone who is in continuous relationship with you 
and the choices you make?

How does this quote by Walter Brueggemann speak into the 
story at this point?

“The big idea of the Old Testament is that the God of ancient 
Israel (who is the creator of heaven and earth) is a God in 

 It’s been 13 years since Joseph was sold to the Egyptians.1



relationship, who is ready and able to make commitments 
and who is impinged upon by a variety of ‘partners’ who 
make a difference in the life of God…This constitutes a 
conviction that God and God’s partners are engaged in 
mutual talk…The Old Testament is an invitation to reimagine 
our life and our faith as an on-going dialogic transaction in 
which all parties are variously summoned to risk and 
change…”

How does it resonate with you personally? 

5. Read Genesis 41:33-45 and consider how Joseph invites 
Pharaoh to be what Nahum Sarna calls “the human 
counterpart of God.” How are Joseph’s wisdom and 
discernment manifested in the content, form, and motivation 
of his advice?
 
6. What is Pharaoh’s response to Joseph?  
What particular details of Joseph’s transformation from a 
Hebrew slave into an Egyptian vizier does the storyteller give 
us?  How does Joseph move from the apparent or 2

symbolically bestowed authority to having actual power and 
influence?

7. If you have time, finish reading the chapter. How has 
Joseph’s past prepared him for what came next? How does 
Joseph acknowledge the presence of both God (and God’s 

gentle work of loosening the power of painful memories) and 
suffering in his life by naming his children?3

If you feel comfortable share some of the ways, God has 
been at work in your life loosening things and helping you to 
move forward with more hope, strength, and courage. 

PRAYER from the sermon: 

God of all, in you we find our rest today, 
And our hope, and our light for this way we walk. 

And perhaps we’re struggling with fatigue or maybe some apathy. 
And there are so many other parts of our lives that feel dark today. 

These things we offer, because our hearts and desires are known 
to you.  
And in the safety of this moment, we confess our need for 
change, for transformation. 

And we ask for it now.  
Not just for us - but for all this wide world -  
Would you give us grace to be open to your work. 
Would you give us courage to join your work. 
Would you give us peace so that we can trust that you are 
working. 

In the middle of all we see and know today, 
Lord have mercy,  
And guide us, we ask.  
In the name of Christ, our hope. Amen.

 41:40 “palace” - the Hebrew means “house”. Joseph is placed in full charge over the third house in Egypt, cf. 39:4, 22. Waltke, Genesis.  2

Clothing again plays a significant role in Joseph’s life.  
41:45 The marriage arranged for Joseph allied him with one of the most powerful priestly families in Egypt. The IVP Bible background 
commentary: Old Testament (electronic ed., Ge 41:45).
 Manasseh - play on the Hebrew word that carries an idea of loosing or weakening. Ephraim - play on the Hebrew word that means 3

“fruitful.”


